
internal or external 
elements are simply 

element

or internal,         
whatever is

this is not mine

I am not this

this is not myself

this is not mine

I am not this

this is not myself

ear holes, mouth, 
alimentary canal, 

anus, etc

this is not mine

I am not this

this is not myself

this is not mine

I am not this

this is not myself

this is not mine

I am not this

this is not myself

hair, nails, organs, 
feces, etc.

bile, pus, fat, 
urine, etc.

warmed, ages, 
completely 

digested, etc.

in-breath, out-
breath, winds in 

belly/bowels, etc.

consciousness

external
clung-to
solidified

solid water

6 elements earth water fire air space

space
spatial

clung-to

A
watery

clung-to

fire
firey

clung-to

air
airy

clung-to

mind

mind               
object

productive of

joy

grief

equanimity

joy

grief

equanimity

body

tangible         
object

productive of

joy

grief

equanimity

tongue

tasting           
flavor

productive of

equanimity

nose

smelling           
odor

productive of

joy

grief

equanimity

6 bases of contact ear

hearing          
sound

productive of

joy

grief
18 kinds of mental 

exploration
grief

equanimity

seeing               
form

productive of

joy

eye



relinquishment peace

terminating with 
the body

terminating with 
life

"On the dissolution of the body, with the ending of 
life, all that is felt, not being delighted in, will 

become cool right here."

one should
not neglect 

wisdom
preserve truth

cultivate 
relinquishment

train for peace

feeling is

pleasant

painful

neither-painful-
nor-pleasant

understanding

4 foundations of 
wisdom

wisdom truth

B

feels it
detached

impermanent

there is no 
holding on to it

there is no delight 
in it

pleasant

painful

neither-painful-
nor-pleasant

mind object

feelings arise in 
dependence on 

contact

A

consciousnesspurified and bright if one feels a feeling

C

it as
understands

one one

feelings subside 
on cessation of 

contact



Being founded on truth, it is unshakable.

What is false has a deceptive nature

This is the supreme foundation of peace

Covetousness, desire and lust, anger, ill will and 
hate, ignorance and delusion;  having been 
abandoned, they are no longer subject to future 
arising

"One should not neglect wisdom, should 
preserve truth, should cultivate relinquishment 
and should train for peace"

MN 140:30 - "The tides of conceiving do not 
sweep over one who stands upon these 
foundations.  He is called a sage of peace."

This is the supreme noble wisdom:  the 
knowledge of the destruction of suffering

What is true has an undeceptive nature - 
nirvana

Having abandoned acquisions, they are no longer 
subject to future arising

This is the supreme foundation of relinquishment

without clinging, 
one is not 
agitated

without agitation, 
one personally 
attains nirvana

purified and bright, 
malleable, wieldy 

and radiant

4 bases

B

equanimity

C

"Birth is destroyed, the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more 
coming to any state of being."

doesn't form 
conditions or 

generate volition 
towards either 
being or non-

being

therefore, does 
not cling to 

anything

without clinging, 
one is not 
agitated

without agitation, 
one personally 
attains nirvana

doesn't form 
conditions or 

generate volition 
towards either 
being or non-

being

therefore, does 
not cling to 

anything

infinite space
infinite 

consciousness

without clinging, 
one is not 
agitated

without agitation, 
one personally 
attains nirvana

doesn't form 
conditions or 

generate volition 
towards either 
being or non-

being

therefore, does 
not cling to 

anything

without clinging, 
one is not 
agitated

without agitation, 
one personally 
attains nirvana

doesn't form 
conditions or 

generate volition 
towards either 
being or non-

being

therefore, does 
not cling to 

anything

nothingness
neither-

perception-nor-
non-perception


